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In this paper we show that staggered joint interpolation [7] with maximaRy
smooth joint motion can account for both the hand paths and tangential
velocity profiles observed in human. multi-joint atm movements. Arm
trajectories were recorded while subjects perfotmed point-to-point movements
in a vertical plane. ‘Ihe shape of the tangential velocity profile of the hand
was found to be symmeuica.l and belMqxd.
Although this finding is
predicted by the maximum-smoothness them-y 161, which assumes that hand
motion is maxirnahy s,mooth. the theory cannot account for the curved hand
paths which were often observed The present model assumes that joint
motion, rather than the motion of the hand is maximaRy smooth. The
results of this work suggest that multi-joint arm movements may be pianned
at the joint level.

1 Introduction
The problem of trajectory planning is central to the study of human
motor control as well as to the fieId of robotics.

The challenge in robotics

is to develop uajectory pIarming methods that are both flexible and efficient.
In human motor control, the challenge is to discover how a working system,
which is both flexible and effkient,

works.

Recently, workers in human motor control have attempted to identify
the coordinates in which human multi-joint
pianned.

Several investigators [1][6H9]

arm movement trajectories are

have suggested that multi-joint

arm
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movements are planned in cartesian endpoint con&~~
[7][10] have argued that these movements

For example,

arm movement trajectories may be planned in terms of muscular

coordinates.
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ate planned in joint angular

coordinates. There are. of course, other possibilities.
multi-joint

whereas others

Moreover, movement tmjectories may not be planned at all.

Indeed, it has ken suggested that the central nervous system may only

VCrsity

specify the foal configuration

of the arm and that the trajectory towards the

fmal position is determined by neuromuscular dynamics and by external
constraints on the movement [3][4].
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2 Theory
Early evidence for endpoint planning was provided by the work of
Morasso and others [1][8][9]
point-to-point

which investigated the trajectories of

human arm movements restricted to a horizontal plane. These

movements were charactetixed by straight line hand paths in Cartesian
coordinates regardless of target position and movement rate. In addition,
when subjects were instructed to simply move between targets, the shape of
the tangential velocity profile of the hand was found to be bell-shaped and
symmetrical.

Some evidence for hand level planning has also been provided

by the experiments of Soechting and Iaquaniti

[lo] in which the hand paths

of pointing movements to targets at different heights were found to form
ne study of human
iallenge in robotics
lexible and efficient.
v a working system,
ttempted to identify
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bat multi-joint

arm

straight limes. These Iindlngs may be interpreted as evidence for hand space
planning.
This work led ‘to the formulation
or minimum-jet&

theory

theory by Flash and Hogan [6& This theory posits that

movements are organkd

to minimize

agreement with the empirical
maximum

of the maximum-smoothness

mean squared jerk at the endpoint.

findings on horixontaI arm movements, the

smoothness theory predicts symmetrical bell-shaped tangential

velocity profiles at the movement endpoint and straight line endpoint paths.
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Whereas the ma\;imum-smoothncs%

theoF car successfull> descti’be

tne ua!ectories of human point-:o-porn: honzonta’ arm movements. the theop
fails to accoun; for tne mtjectones of vertical movement;.

At&on

and

Holierbach [31 examtned the kinematr<s of unrestrained arm movements made
between targets located in a vertical plane. in pama! agreement with the
minimum-jerk

thee?, they found that the shape of the wrist tangentid

veiocity profiies was bell-shaped and symmetrica! independent of target
position, movement rate, and even hand-held ioad. However, in contrast to
the minimum-jerk theoc, they reported both straight line and curved wrist
paths; the curvature of the wrist path depended on the area of the workspace
in which the movement occured. This finding is not predicted by the
minimum-jerk

theory.

In a later paper. Hollerbach andAtkeson

[7] introduced the joint leve!

planning strategy of staggered joint interpolation to account for both the
curved and straight line hand paths observed in their experiments on vertical
point-to-point

arm movements as well as for the hand paths reported by

others. Staggered joint interpolation

is a generalized form of linear joint

interpolation in which all joints have the same time profiles between
and end of movement.
linear joint interpolation,

the start

However, in staggered joint interpolation, unlike
the joints are not required to start (or stop) moving

at the same time.
Linearly interpolated motion is generally characterized by curved hand
paths. However, staggering the joint start or end times can often result in
near straight paths in endpoint space [7]. It is only when stzaight line hand
paths would require a joint reversal that near straight hand paths cannot be
achieved via staggered joiit

interpolation.

Hollerbach and Atkeson [7] have

demonstrated that curved hand paths are often observed under such
conditions.
On the one hand, staggered joint interpolation appears to account well
for both the straight and curved endpoint paths observed in point-to-point
;.!
f
b-

multi-joint

movements.

On the other hand, the tangential velocity profile of

the movement endpoint has been found to be bell-shaped and
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staggered joint interpolation

as predicta~ by the

in this paper we present a venion of
which can account for both the straight and

curved hand paths and the bell-shaped symmetrical tangential velocity

:men: with the

profiles that we have obmui

: tangentia!
:nt oi target

assumptions: the joint angles follow minimum-jerk

may be staggered at both the start and the end of the movement.

x. in contrast to

evaluate whether this version of staggered joint interpolation

?d curved wrist

the kinematics of point-to-point

of the workspace
:ted by the

in our experiments.

This version makes two
trajectories and the joints
To

can account for

vertical arm movements, we have simulated

hand paths and tangential velocity profiles and compared the results to
experimental records. In the simulations

we have us4 empirically

determined initial and final joint angles and joint movement start and end
;ed the joint level

times. In addition, we have examined directly the experimental joint angular

for both the

velocity profiles.

merits on vertical
reported by
3f ltnear joint

2 Methods

between the start
:ation, unli.ke
(or stop) moving

We have examined the trajectories of point-to-point

arm movements

made between various targets located in a vertical plane. Movements were
performed at both a prefer&

rate and at a faster rate. Four subjects (three

J by curved hand

females and one male) were instructed to make single smooth movements

often result in

between targets and were told to not make corrective adjustments near the

traight line hand

end of the movement.

xths cannot be

A pegboard was usu! to position the targets in a plane sagittal to the

\*keson [7] have

subject. Targets consisted of circular disks (10 cm. in diameter) placed on

:r such

the ends of pegs. Subjects wen’ required simply to position their finger
beside the target disks at the start and end of the movement.

s to account well

Movements were recorded in 3-D with the WATSMART

infrared

point-to-point

imaging system. IREDs (infmred emitting diodes) were placed at the

:locity profile of

proximal and distal end of the upper and lower arms and were used to

d symmetrical

reconstruct joint angles.

F!ach JRED was sampled at 400 Hz and digiitally

filtetzd with a Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz.
Spherical polar coordinates were used to define the position of the
arm in 3-D (Figure 1). The position of the hand in space can be described
by six paramems including four joint angles and the lengths of the upper
and lower arms. The joint angles are upper arm (or shoulder) elevation S;
upper am yaw Y, lower arm (or elbow) elevation E; and upper arm roll R.
Other joint angular coordinates can, and-have, been used to describe the
position of the arm [l 13. However, for the purposes of the present analysis,
the angles chosen were deemed appropriate since they change monotoniqdly
during point-to-point
interpolation.

vertical arm movements; a prerequisite for joint

Although we have defined the position of the arm in 3-D, it

should bc noted that these movement occumd largely in the sagittal plane.
Consequently, the principal angles of interest are the shoulder and elbow
angles.

SPHERICAL

POLAR

COORDINATES

- z

Figure 1: Ann position coordktes

t
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3 Results

quen;y of 6 Hz.
position of the
can be described
1s of the upper
ier) eievation S;

Experimentalhand psuhsfor one subject are shown in figrre 2. Wim
the exception of the vertical movement, hand paths are unaffected by

Jpper arm roll R.

movement direction between targets. Furthermore, hand paths do not vary

1 describe the

with movement s@

present analysis,
ge monotonically
for joint
: arm in 3-D. it

In the Cast Of the vakal

m0vrment.

the. upward

hand paths are more curved than the downward band paths which are nearly
straight. The hand paths obsca-ved in this study are similar to those reported
by Atkeson and Hollerbach (21.

To asseq bow well snggered joint inrc~polation coupled with

e sagittal plane.

minimum-jerk

.er and elbow

trajectories, we carried out simulations.

joint trajectories could acanmt for the experimental movement
The initial and foal values for the

four joint angles shown in Figure 1 and the joint movement start and end
times were scored from the empirical movement trajectories. Joint start and
end times were determined on the basis of 10% of peak joint angular
velocity.

The motions of the four joint angles were assumed to follow

minimum-jerk trajectories.
Simulated hand paths are presented in Figure 3. The initial and final
joint angles and joint start and end times used in these simulations were
taken from the experimental hand paths shown in Figure 2 (preferred speed).
We assumed that the length of the lower arm was 25% greater than the
length of the uppcx am
direct mtasurements
The simulated

in these simulations.

This number

was based on

of our subjects.
hand paths capture many of the features of the

experimental hand paths. However, there are some discrepancies. In
panicular.oncwrseethattheinwardmovemtoufarpathsland2are
quite cur&

in contrast to the ex@mental

data The mason for this will

become clear in examinin g the joint velocity profiles (see Section 3.3).
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Fieure 3: Simulated hand paths

CC’

3.2 Experimental and Simulated Hand Tangential Yeloci&:
Profiles
Experimental and simulated tangential velocity profiies of the hand are
presented for paths 4 and 2 in Figure 4. For each path, velocity profiles are
shown for both speed conditions and for both movement directions.
of velocity functions includes empirical

Each se:

(light traces) and simulated (heavy

dashed trace) tangential velocity proftles together with a minimum-jerk
velocity profile (heavy solid trace). Following Atkeson and Hollerbach

[23,

these functions have been notmaiized with respect to peak velocity and
movement ampiitude (i.e., area under the velocity curve) and shifted to
minimize

the area between the functions.

The experimental tangentia! velocity profiles shown for the vertical
movements (path 4) are we11approximated by both the minimum-jerk
.

function and the simulated tangential velocity profiles based on staggered
joint interpolation coupled with minimum-jerk
empirically

joint trajectories and

determined joint movement amplitudes and, durations. This holds

across movement direction and rate. Similar results were found for
movement paths 3, 5, 6 and 7.
For the horizontal movements (path 2) both the minimum-jerk
function and the simulated tangential veiocity profiies account well for the
experimeintal velocity profiles in the case of the outwardly
movements.

However, the simuIaiion

directed

fails to predict the experimental

tangential velocity profiles in the case of the inwardly directed movements
which are well described by the minimum-jerk

function.

The simulation

fails to account for the experimental velocity profiles observed for the
inwardly directed movements of path 1.

also
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PATH 4
PREF

FAST

PATH 2

Figure 4: Tangential velocity profiles. Empiric&l (light), model
(heavy dashed), and minimum-jerk
(heavy solid) functions are shown.
In summary, the comparison of experimental and simulated hand paths
and hand tangential velocity profiles demonstrates that, in general. tbe
kinematics of point-to-point

venical arm movements are well modelled by

staggered joint interpolation

with the assumption of .minimum-jerk

trajectories.

However, there are some exceptions.

these movemnts.

joint angle

To fu&er investigate

we assessed the form of the joint velocity profiles directly.

_,

0
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3.3 Experimental
Experimental

Joint Velocity Profiles
shoulder and elbow velocity profiles (dotted traces) for

horizontal (path 2) and vertical (path 4) movements are presented in Figw
5. Minimum-jerk

velocity functions (solid traces) have been included for

reference. The empirical and minimum-jerk

profiles have been normalized

with respect to peak velocity and movemenr amplitude and shifted to
minimize

the area between the curves [2].

For the horizontal (path 2j outward movements, the elbow velocity
profiles are positively skewed. In other words, the minimum-jerk

profile

(used to model joint velocity profiles in the simulations) is negatively skewed
relative to the empirical records. In contrast, the shoulder velocity profiles
are bell-shaped and symmetrical.

ImportantJy. the amplitude (and peak

velocity) of the elbow movements is about twice as great as the shoulder
movements (see Figure 6, upper panel) and consequently the form of the
velocity profile of the elbow has a greater influence on the shape of the
tangential velocity profile.

Since the minimum-jerk

function is negatively

skewed relative to the elbow velocity profile, it is not suprising that the
simulated tangential velocity profile is also negatively skewed relative to the
.

experimental data.

ght), model
Ins are shown.

A similar but opposite pattern is observed for the inward horizontal
(path 2) movement.

Once again, the amplitude of the elbow is double the

amplitude of the shoulder (see Figure 6, middle panel). However, as shown
lulated hand paths
eneral, the
‘! modelled by
n-jerk joint angle
:r investigate
profiles directly.

in Figure 5, the elbow velocity profiles am now bell-shaped and symmettical
whereas the shoulder profiles are positively skewed. Since the elbow
velocity profde is similar to the minimum-jerk

function, the tangential

velocity profile of the hand is well approximated by the simulation.
As noted above, the vertical (path 4) upward movement features a
curved hand path whereas the hand path of the vertical downward movement

shorldcr

Vd

Sub{ k Pdh

4 up (pref)

Figure 5: Joint angular velocity profiles. Empirical (dotted
traces) and minimum-jerk (solid trace) functions are shown.
is closer to a straight line. The elbow and shoulder velocity profiles for
these movements are presented in Figure 5. For both the upward and
downward movements, the shoulder velocity proftie is bell-shaped and
symmetrical. The elbow velocity profile for the downward movement is also
bell-shaped and symmetrical. In constrast, the elbow is essentially still
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ped and
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Figure 6: Elbow and shoulder amplihxie and velocity

a
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during the upward movement and consequently, the hand path is curved. A
typical record of the vertical downward movement is shown in Figure 6
(lower panel). The small elbow flexion at the beginning of the movement
accounts for the near straight hand path. This example shows how staggered
joint motion can often produce near straight hand paths where curved paths
would be seen given linear joint interpolation.

3.4 Interaction

of Joint and Hand Tangential

In linear joint interpolation,

Trajectories

the path (but not the tangential velocity

profile) of the endpoint is independent of the form of the joint velocity
profiles.

However, in staggered joint interpolation, both the path and the

tangential velocity profile of the endpoint depend, in part, on the form of the
angular velocity profiles a: the joints. In order to investigate the relationship
between the shape of the joint angular velocity profiles and the trajectory of
the hand, we carried out simulations in which the atm was modelled as a
two-joint planar manipulator with equal link lengths.
Figure 7 shows the joint and tangential velocity profiles for a linearly ,
joint interpolated movement. The joints follow minimum-jerk trajectories and
are shown in the same scale; the amplitude of the elbow is double that of
the shoulder. The tangential velocity profile is shown in the middle panel.
The lower panel shows a scored tangential velocity profile (movement start
and end determined on the basis of 10% peak velocity) with a minimum-jerk
profile overlaid.

The tangential velocity profile was scored to simulate data

analysis used in this and other studies. These profiles have been normalized
with respect to peak velocity and amplitude and shifted to maximize the
overlap between the curves (see [Z]).
Although the joint velocity profiles shown in Figure 7 are bell-shaped
and symmetrical, -the resulting tangential velocity profile is skewed positively.
However, when the tangential velocity profile is scored and nortnahxed. it is
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-e curved paths
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ah

and the

the form of the
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Figure 7: Simulated joint and tangential velocity profiles.
Maximally smooth joint motion with linear joint interpolation.

2e trajectory of
iOddltXl as a

well approximated by H minimum-jerk

function; this is a general

characteristic of two-joint planar motion under linear joint interpolation.
:s for a linearly
trajectories and

Figure 8 illustrates the joint and tangential velocity profiles for joint
interpolated movements in which elbow motion onset has been delayed by 0.

Juble that of

10 and 20% of movement duration.

middle panel.

equal to the amplitude of elbow extension in these movements.

ovement start

Consequently, under linear joint interpolation,

1 minimum-jerk

will have the same shape as the joint profiles.

The movements illustrated in

Figure 8 have minimum-jerk

The hand paths for these

simulate data

The amplitude of shoulder flexion is

joint trajectories.

the tangential velocity proftie

een normalized

movements are shown in Figure 9 (upper panel).

Whereas the joint onset

ximize the

staggering markedly erTects the path of the hand, the effect on the tangential
velocity profile of the hand is less clear. Only when the elbow onset is

are bell-shaped

delayed by 20% of movement duration can a clear difference between the

wed positively.

scored and normalized tangential velocity profile and the minimum-jerk

~rmalized, it is

Tang

Shoulder

Vel

Shoulder

Vel

--I
Tann

dael
Tang

Norc

Figure 8: Simulated joint and tangential velocity profiles.
~Maximally smooth joint motion with 0% (upper 3 curves), 10%
(middle 3 curves), and 20% (lower 3 curves) initial elbow stagger.

0%
sger.

Figure 9: Simulated hand paths. Symmetrical (uppc panel)
and skewed (lower panel) joint velocity profiles with 20,
10 and 0% (left to right) initial elbow stagger.

movement duration.

Once again, the path of the hand is strongly effected by

the degree of elbow’ stagger (see Figure 9, lower panel).

Cumparison of the

upper and lower panels of Figure 9 demonstrates the dependexz of the hand
path on the form of the joint velocity profiles. With 10% elbow stagger, the
shape of the scored and normalized tangential velocity profile is reasonably
well accounted for by the minimum-jerk

function.

Howenr.

when the

.//

Tangential~

Figure 10: Simulated velocity profiles of skewed joint motion with
10% (upper panel) and 20% (lower panel) initial elbow stagger.
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skewed joint velocity profiles arc combined with 209b stagger, the tangential

ipariWn of the

velocity profile of the hand is clearly nor bell-shaped or symmetrical.

:ce of the hand
SW stagger, the
is reasonably

5 Conclusions

when the
We have examined the trajectories of point-to-point
movements made between

targets in a vertical plane.

multi-joint

arm

In agreement with

previous work [2) the shape of the tangential velocity profile of the hand
was found to be bell-shaped and symmetrical and the curvature of hand path
was found to depend on target location in the workspace. We have shown
that, in general, both the form of the hand path and the shape of the
tangential velocity profile can be modellcd with a version of staggerui joint
interpolation

in which the joints are assumed to follow maximally

smooth

trajectories.
To test this model, we carried out simulations in which the initial and
final joint angles and the joint start and end times were taken from
experimental records and the joints were made to follow minimum-jerk
trajectories.

In most cases, the simulated hand paths and tangential velocity

profiles agreed well with the empirical data

However, the model failed to

account for the hand paths and tangential velocity profiles observed for
inwardly directed horizontal movements.

On examination of the experimntal

joint angular velocity profiles of these movements, it was found that the
elbow velocity profile was positively skewed Consequently, the assumption
of bell-shaped and symmetrical (i.e., minimum-jerk)

joint trajectories made in

the model was inappropriate for these movements.
The finding that minimum-jerk

joint trajectories generally cormspond

to tangential velocity profiles which are similar in form seems suprising since
the mapping between joint velocity and hand velocity is non-linear.
However, simulations showed that, under linear joint interpolation
tion with
stagger.

with

minimum-jerk

joint velocity profiles, tangential velocity profiles remain

approximately

bell-shaped and symmetrica! when the tangential vcloc~~y

profiles are scored using standard techniques (see Section 3.4). Even when
joint staggering is introduced, the tangential velocity profiles are often
reasonably bell-shaped and symmetrical. However, if the joint velocity
profiies are skewed then the tangential velocity profile will tend not to be
bell-shaped and symmenical.
In summary, the kinematics of the vertical arm movements examined
in this study can be well accounted for by a modei combining staggered joint
interpolation

and minimum-jerk

joint trajectories.

This finding suggests that

human arm movements are planned, at least in part, in joint coordinates.
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